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A stunning, newly-renovated Chalet that oozes
Alpine charm

350SqM Chalet, spread across 3 floors, with 7 en-
suite bedrooms that can accommodate up to 14
guests. 

Spacious, open-plan living area, with a feature
fireplace separating the dining area from the lounge

The Chalet benefits from having a sauna and
outdoor hot-tub

Located in the small hamlet of Nantgerel, just 650m
from the Olympic Lift. Meribel Centre is a 5 min
drive away. Daily driver service included, from 08:00
until 20:00
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Chalet Bergeronnette oozes contemporary alpine charm, with vaulted ceilings in the living area
and a feature fireplace that nicely separates the dining space. As the chalet is newly built it is the

perfect choice for a party that prefers modern interiors without losing a sense of place.
Bergeronnette retains the cosy warmth of a chalet without compromising on high quality fixtures
and fittings. The large open plan dinning area is perfect place to spend your evening taking your

time over dinner and catching up on the days skiing adventures. All seven bedrooms are en-suite,
and some have private terraces. Most of the beds can be made up as twins or doubles which make
this a very versatile option for groups. Outside on the spacious terrace is a large jacuzzi, just the
spot to soak aching muscles with a glass of something fizzy at the end of the day. The chalet also

has a spacious sauna

Although the property is not in the centre of Méribel our driving service takes all the stress of
getting to and from the slopes. You can also ski back very close to the chalet and if you want to go

into town returning later in the evening then the ski bus stop is also very close by. Chalet
Bergeronnette is the perfect property for large groups of friends or a few families wanting to

experience Meribel.

THE CHALET
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